To remove the blur of the image from optical navigation camera, a image restoration method based on spectrum characteristics is proposed. In this method, image denoising pretrea tment is first implemented by the NSCT filter. Then, to obtain the minimum amplitude distanc e, the paper optimizes the image spectrum characteristic by using the simulated annealing al gorithm. And then the minimum amplitude distance can be obtained. There the point spread fu nction is established. Finally, blurred image is recovered by the Lucy -Richardson algorithm.T he recovery quality is evaluated by the Laplace gradient and the average gray level gradient. T he simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method in the paper improves the quality of the restored small celestial body image, and the visual effect is also very ideal.
1、Introduction
In the process of the deep space exploration, the imaging system of the optical optical camera is vulnerable to the flight speed and the cosmic rays [1] , which cause the image fuzzy and inconvenience for image information analysis. Thus, how to restore fuzzy image is a difficulty of image information process in the deep space exploration.
The image restoration of small celestial body mainly consists of the image denoising pretreatment and the image degradation process estimation. At present, there are many relevant researches about the image denoising pretreatment. For instance, the median filtering algorithm has a very good effect on the salt and pepper noise, but it is not ideal to other interference noises [1] . The bilateral filter algorithm can eliminate the image noise, while it cannot make image detail intact [2] . The degradation function is important to determine the degradation process. The degradation function of the optical camera is the point-spread function (PSF) [3] . For the point-spread function, a lot of researches have been done by domestic and foreign scholars. X. H. Wang et al, considered that the distance between the spectrum center and the adjacent black belt is inversely proportional to the blurred length [4] . But it is only a project of the degradation function estimation, and does not have a specific quantitative formula. N. Norouzi et al., put forward a method of derivative, which can detect image blurred length. However, the error is very serious under the condition of noise [5] .
For the image blur problem caused by the optical camera, this paper proposes the NSC algorithm, which mainly includes image denoising pretreatment based on the NSCT filter and fuzzy regression model construction based on the spectrum characteristics.
2、NSC algorithm

2.1、NSCT filter
The non -subsampled contourlet (NSCT) filter is composed of the non -subsampled pyramid (NSP) [6] and the non -subsampled direction filter group (NSDFB) [7] . The redundant representation is adopted by the NSCT filter, which can effectively capture image characteristics, and distinguish between noise and image edge [9] . Thus, it has a very good denoising effect.
The non-subsampled pyramid (NSP) is used for multiscale pyramid decomposition without up-sampling and down-sampling, which reduces distortion induced by sampling, and presents translation invariance . The non -subsampled direction filter group (NSDFB) is related to direction analysis. By the direction analysis, we can obtain the NSCT coefficient composed by the singularity in the same direction. Finally, the NSCT coefficient is utilized for inverse transform. Consequently, we realize image de-noising.
2.2、 Spectrum characteristics-based fuzzy regression model construction
The degradation model of the blurred image can be expressed as follow : ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) g x y f x y h x y n x y = ⋅ + (1) where ( , ) g x y is the blurred image. ( , ) f x y is the original image. ( , ) h x y is the point-spread function. ( , ) n x y is the noise. In order to observe small celestial body image intuitively, the frequency domain expression of equation (1) can be expressed as follow:
In the area of the deep space exploration, the prior knowledge of the small celestial body image is not enough. Thus, the spectrum characteristics of the image are analyzed for the point-spread function. In this paper, we adopt the point-spread function to build the degradation model. The point spread function (PSF) is determined by the fuzzy length and the fuzzy angle.
We can adopt a binaryzation method to process the spectrum map. As a result, the gradient θ of the bright spot can be observed. We take θ as the fuzzy angle of the image [4] .
Next, we analyze the fuzzy length of the image. This paper takes the real part of the image as research subject. The real part Fourier transform of the image is as follow:
where A means the real part of the image. According to equation (1) . The real spectrum map is axial symmetric figure, and the symmetric center is a impulse function. If the image appears blur, the corresponding amplitude will deviate. We take the minimum amplitude distance as the fuzzy length. The specific identification steps are as follows: 1) After Fourier transform and Fourier inverse transform, we can get real part spectrum map.
2) The simulated annealing algorithm is a kind of intelligent data optimization algorithm [9] , which is used to filter the real part spectrum data. Two minimum amplitudes 1 The fuzzy length d and the fuzzy angle θ are known. Discretization matrix of the point-spread function can be expressed as:
where m and n are the fuzzy measurement of horizontal direction and vertical direction, respectively. They expressions are as follows: 1) NSCT denoising: According to section A, the Non -subsampled pyramid (NSP) is used to decompose the small celestial body image. The Non -subsampled direction filter group (NSDFB) is used to decompose the high frequency sub-band. So we can get the NSCT coefficient. Finally, the coefficient is used for the NSCT inverse transform.
2) PSF estimation: According to section B, the gradient of the bright spot is estimated, and the angle is θ . We take the spectrum characteristic θ as the fuzzy angle of the image. Then the simulated annealing algorithm is used to optimize the real part spectrum data of the fuzzy image. Two minimum amplitudes are obtained. We estimate the fuzzy length on the basis of the distance between two minimum amplitudes. At the last, the point-spread function is determined by the fuzzy length and the fuzzy angle. Namely, the fuzzy regression model is established.
3) LR restoration: After the fuzzy regression model is built, the LR algorithm is used for image restoration.
4、Simulation results
The simulation experiment data devices from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [10] . We adopt two orbits: (a) The orbital altitude is 38 kilometers, which was taken on January 11, 2001. (b) The orbital altitude is 124 miles, which was taken on November 3, 2000. 
The accuracy of restoration is also evaluated by average gray level gradient (GMG), the function is as follow: 
where ( , ) g i j is the restoration image. M N × is the size of the image. LS and GMG are applicable without detailed image information, and high-value represents that the restoration effect is ideal. The results of simulation are shown in Tab.1, including five groups Eros images of different altitudes. From Tab.1, it can be seen that LS and GMG of the NSC algorithm are higher than 3 orders of magnitude those of adopted by the CA algorithm. The result suggests that the NSC method outperforms other method with obvious LS and GMG difference.
Tab. 
5、Conclusion
In this paper, a spectrum characteristics-based image restoration method is proposed, which utilizes the NSCT filter as the noise filter, and bases on the spectrum characteristics to built fuzzy regression model. The simulation results demonstrate that this method is an efficient image restoration method, and it has a high accuracy with small celestial body image.
